The Era of Pisces was the era of 'compassion'. Ironically the era of compassion for mankind was mostly filled with the opposite. The only manifestation of such compassion was just based on a book that ranted and raved about love, compassion, and helping one another, that became the 'foundation' of this world, and bred the exact opposite in this world.

This is because the people only read the pages they liked, the jewish book delivered what it promised, a brutal empire of the jews ruling as the heads of it.

Subconsciously, the ranting and raving for 'compassion' appeals to the meek, simply because, the weak find themselves most of the time in need of this natural and social feeling in order to survive. Age, time, and bad situations, can get anyone in this situation, so everyone likes compassion more than savagery. Also compassion is more friendly to survival than savagery, but this doesn't make it so much better. Especially when the conditions exceed all aims and compassion is scattered mindlessly.

However another category that is dependent on this 'compassion' is another one: the psychopaths and the criminals. Criminals pray for their victims to be compassionate and cucked when they strike them. For them, to live in a fully or beyond measure 'compassionate' society that is completely paralyzed and devoid of clear judgment, saves them a lot of grief, fear, and high chances of execution, incarceration, and other things troublesome to their exploitation.

The universality however imposed from the bible and all the anti-life teachings of this so called "compassion", just ensured that this compassion never really manifested. Actually, enforcing compassion on such an extent and universally, always has the reverse manifestation in reality. The situation here is simple, and we have a paradigm going right now. By building forced multiracial societies, and forcing them by memetics to become 'compassionate' and 'cooperate', this type of compassion can never manifest, as it's hardwired in the human brain, to understand race. There is a reason races build their own communities even below the umbrella of a 'mega state', and this is nature's law.

Few individuals detract and try to follow their brainwashing, but the striking majority of people does not. Like all other animals in the animal kingdom, we have a racial cognitive function. Because we are human, we can choose to ignore this, but most people just don't want to do this either. And that's their right. After all these observational skills are not negative, they are just based on reality anyway. After this function we have the friendship faction, which is definitely strong, but is equal or lesser to the actual racial understanding function which we have totally ignored. Of course,
we also have friendship here and friendly people, whom we value highly, but the purpose here is to discern a level prior to that which is the racial level for this paradigm.

For 20 centuries now humanity was seeing only endless war. In reality most of the policies and actions of the era of Pisces were basically on the negative spectrum of the era of Pisces, or in the completely unrelated spectrum. The era of Pisces and nuclear bombs actually might have been worse than the era of Aries with Golden Age rulers on the planet. This is because the consciousness of humans has dropped into levels of peanuts, and because humans are engaging in highly unnatural applications in their civilizations, which always do force civilization into a lower existential level, where attacks and spitefulness are simply unavoidable.

On top of all of that, you have a jewish hovering moral crap on top of it, preaching suicidal compassion, which when applied, leads with mathematical precision to your enslavement or your destruction. And the more people have to fight these situations the more their compassionate feelings about the world do die, and in many cases, permanently.

Compassion is out of control when it comes to people. This is indeed a strong existential meaning behind that feeling since it has to do with the very survival of species, and showing compassion with one another, in order to increase their chances of survival and quality of existence. This is a good thing to do when it comes to your own species, and then to your friendly species and those that benefit you.

However if a camel goes in front of a hungry lion and tries to make friends, because the camel is too brainwashed by Rabbi Yehoshua's suicidal teachings, then it will make itself a great meal for the lion. Yea ok the camel felt compassion, gaining good points in Rabbi Yehoshua's ranking of "most stupid camel lolz billboard". Even rats probably feel some sort of compassion for their babies. There is nothing holy in the feeling of compassion in itself.

The civilization we live in has an emotional level of insects and animals, and therefore, feelings like 'compassion' are placed higher than ideals like justice and fairness. For example, if some Swedish brainwashed activist was told that a haji child molester needs to be distanced from Sweden, or executed, they would throw a fit, simply because they are brainwashed to understand enemy as friend, friend as enemy, and like NPC borgs, to have compassionate feelings summoned everytime the jew hits the drum. And for this reason, I say, compassion is a pile of dog shit today, a word whose meaning very few understand.

On the other hand you have all the other types of brutish, highly egotistic, idiots, who just cannot see past their own nose. While the example above suffers from misplaced compassion, these people suffer from a full deadening of emotions. They don't care what lives and what dies, and these are the cutthroats and weaklings who don't care
how much damage they cause simply because their brain cannot process this type of emotional suffering and damage. These people are also, like the very compassionate, glorified, in different environments. However they are equally imbalanced and dangerous like the above.

The issue is however compassion is a force that has to be used selectively, and especially, since the situation of compassion reduces in many ways the forces of development, there has to be a balance between the two. Also lack of compassion also has to be used selectively.

Many idiots just try to debate the morality of the Nazis or their religion. Large part of what your ‘religion’ is, is only proven by your own morality, that which you apply in life. The Nazis did what they had to do in cleansing the crap, and they did what they had to do in helping the people. Jewish analysts on the Nazis are all the time angry that Himmler showed a lot of compassion to his people, or that he financially helped and promoted some of his associates who had 32 children. And they pretend they cannot fathom how Himmler loved the German kids and protected them, while at the same time showed brutality to let's say a jewish child molester. Yea, I wonder why…. Typical jewish garbage dilemmas.

The story of the hebrew jesus symbolizes a 'universal compassion' which can never be materialized simply because of its irrationality. The jewish preaching is that if you want to be truly 'compassionate', you have to feed man and cockroach alike.

For example, you are not being truly compassionate if you bail out and protect an innocent person, you also have to forgive the criminal as well. This is the blueprint of the bible over and over again. Also, you have to not 'judge' the criminal, since 'god' will judge him, and it puts you in the jewish limitation of either "UNIVERSAL" compassion, or "NONE AT ALL". And you cannot be a good christard if you don't love everyone, limited but not included, people who want to gut you. You have to love them, too, goy.

So goyim if you want to end hunger, you need to give one knife to the person who wants to cut a water melon, and a knife to the guy who wants to kill the whole village. Or you're not being a compassionate goyim.

The lie of the above and its full incapability of application, causes a schizophrenia in the minds of the idiots who absorb the teachings and further, in the end, collapses civilizations. One example here is some very brainwashed xians, the types that spew verses when you press a button, talk on one hand about love, and on the other, they celebrate the fact that jews were dashing the heads of Egyptian children to kill in them in the Torah. When you observe such cases you just get disillusioned on the so called love of xianity.

The mid range and above people with their IQ can see this pattern and therefore reject this xian crap. Christianity is for the retarded, but above all, for the hypocritical people.
Yea boy I'm very compassionate when I am a higher upper class Mr Privilege type of person that lives in a 99,997% white community and we are all fine and stuff. I forgive my enemy for the largest offense was to not practice savoir vivre on the dinner table. But when you enter the jungle you will see offenses that cannot be evened out by forgiveness.

Compassion in reality is a force which has to do with a being helping another being when they have something common. In animals compassion doesn't work to convince a wolf to take care of a sheep, nor it works to convince an elephant to take care of an ant. However these animals while in their own species are injured, they understand and are known by nature to help, especially Elephants.

With humanity though because our mental understanding is too developed, if you generalize concepts and enforce them in general, you can just loosen the barriers of division and understanding. Which are meant to keep things in place. For example, you can generalize statements about "Helping all humanity" or how "These people are human too", to protect criminals, offenders, and people who do not have any compassion towards you or may even want to kill you. You just need to do slight perversion of morality and before you know it, you have a chaotic civilization that doesn't know what is what. And feeds directly the elements that will kill it.

The jew is raving about how he managed to weaponize compassion and altruism especially in White people.

I am not sure if one went to Asia and would be allowed to run as President of Japan? Or would the Japanese, and rightfully so, tell them to fuck off and be thankful that they are even allowed to be there in the first place, and put them in my place as Gaijin. And only if the prohibited guy was an abuser of their compassion, they would get back at them with all the bullshit about how we are 'equals' and the rest of the nine yards. Imagine if some people went to Japan and forced themselves with their own invader demographic, and then, eventually, by mental warfare and corrosion, managed to became the Mayor of Tokyo by their own demographic voting for then, and the Japanese natives were angry at them for this, and they just went back to them with a team of hajis, erm sorry I meant the whiteys, and told them "FUCK OFF YOU RACIST PIECES OF SHIT!! SHUT THE FUCK UP!!! THIS IS THE NEW JAPAN NOW!! IT BELONGS TO US NOW!!!". And then gave a speech about how in 20 years from now the invading demographic will take them over because we all have 5 children, and that we must insist in keeping it that way. But above all we didn't come to take over Japan guys it's just uhm, nothing to see here.

Oy vey the above is very normal! The above is not an example of extinction goyim or usurping a nation from the natives, it's just... part of a greater compassion that is overtaking the world... Oy vey!

Do you see anything wrong here... Because I do... Must be my racist consciousness
here...Let me tell you no race on earth has had more brainwashing on this subject than White people. Who are the first idiotic enough to sink in an ideal of universalist compassion. The scariest thing of all is that the stupid people are innately so good, that you cannot really pull it out of them, because they literally will perceive you as a cutthroat or an evil person if you tell them to balance this so called compassion of theirs out.

Now to make it more evident let's say one was in Somalia and somehow compassion there kept them, an outsider, alive. If they went to Somalia and they told them that they must become their president, or that they must become king of the Zulu's because "we are equals". Does anyone believe that people there would have to accept this, or that they would? As one can see with their imagination it becomes very clear this is something very unnatural to happen. Even if somebody was on friendly terms with someone, it that doesn't mean they should be taking over their country either.

The thing is the relations of people and races of planets right now are not just. They are falsified based on compassion that the jew commands its expression, form, and context. For example people can be indoctrinated constantly to feel compassion to senseless migration while they are literally experiencing a losing of their own homeland from their own hands. We are talking about levels of magic and brainwashing used by jews there that exceed all reasonable amounts of normalcy.

Another proof of this magick of the jews is that while people cry and whine for the so called 'migrants', when the jew systematically exterminates Palestinians and carries genocide, people just pass this by "in all their holy compassion" by the backdoor and simply forget it. And this is called brainwashing.

This is the situation in Europe, and where there is compassionate behavior, it's clearly taken as weakness, because indeed, misplaced compassion is not only a show of major weakness, but it shows one does not have a clear constitution that affirms with logic to decide compassion properly. And express it soundly.

If a hyena was about to be assaulted by a lion, and the lion went to kneel and pet the hyena, or went to hunt for it and give it food. Guess what the hyena would do... bring the other hyenas to first laugh about, use, and then kill the lion where it would not longer provide. It would become food for them anyway after a point. And I cannot blame the hyena even here. Since it's a hyena, it cannot really act in a non-hyena manner, and even if one hyena decided to make friends and respect the lion, there is no real reason that the other 10 hyenas should keep up and accept this unnatural behavior.

Unconsciously people pick up on this stupidity and they do not respect it. This is why the Somalian prison is emptied into France, and why the so called "French Compassion" these people write on their hairy balls. Simply because compassion of this sense is like being blind, and making a morality around the fact of your own
blindness. And in the living kingdom nobody praises the mentally blind and the retarded, because this is not a good sign of mental and proper vitality. And living beings do not have to respect you for this either.

Many people also are like "Oy vey, if these people were better types of people, they would understand and show compassion back to us for all we do!". No, if you yourself have a wrong morality, that leads you to death, it's ironic to ask of others to get this very morality that guides you to death, and OBSERVE you while you literally drag yourself to death, and you being such an idiot for wanting them to MIMIC this morality.

This is sort of like Muslims believe that by doing all their crazy subhuman shit, everyone non brainwashed is going to 'accept' their Musulmanity. Then they question themselves why people in Europe are resistant to this morality or religion. Well because it existentially sucks shit, that's why. Nobody who is not prior brainwashed to the jewish crap in Mudslimism wants to willingly engage in it.

Many people of the world do not like the West, and the Vikings (billions of people watch these shows, how come yes...) and all the related things because our nature is simply compassionate... LOL. Or Game of Thrones, another game of power brutality based on European racially clear blood history. Or Lord of the Rings which is another epic saga where beings uhm... butcher and fight themselves in the sequel with merciless magic etc.

It's clear people long for Justice more than they long for compassion, as compassion for the most part stems not from some superior understanding, but the inability to even things out.

It's constantly repeated that this world needs more compassion. The levels of 'compassion' some people the Whites are showing, and this is rather from a pure heart, are spelling extinction in an alarming rate. The only ones who resist this or who hate the heralds of this are accused of being 'non compassionate' or 'hateful'. The ones benefiting from the misplaced compassion are also picking up on the buzz and press the jewish electric collar button put into whites by buzzing the word 'racist' all the time.

If one went in front of a court with a murder case in one of their family members, and the criminal was given COMPASSION, people would never forgive this person. They would blame the judge for being compassionate, not bless him. However when you have it all buzzed out as a social value presented with unicorns as part of an exaggerated complex of life, people want 'compassion'. So long nobody is wronged, they want love and compassion.

Going in front of a judge and expecting the judge to be idiotically compassionate, you don't want to go, if you are not a criminal or in the wrong. In that case, you would desire a judge to be just, rather than compassionate, and let the person who wronged
you or killed your family in an example go. Compassion in this case can be fed to the chickens. Because it doesn't matter at all compared to justice.

The reality of this world is that it's not going to see any truthful or honest peace until people move past compassion into a more justice oriented system. Since the buzzword of compassion nowadays is just misplaced compassion, or compassion that always includes the wrong elements.

The issue here is we no longer have the Pagan culture of sound WARRIOR morals to set this in place. Warrior morality is based on frankness, square words, justice, and also compassion to those who are also part of a warrior and noble culture.

"Oy vey, if you have a big house and you're rich by your own labor, hear my teaching, goyim, be compassionate to other creatures, goyim! Feed mice, rats, cockroaches, and flies with bags of sugar... because thou shall not kill... goyim... let me tell you also goyim, mice, rats, cockroaches, and flies, are your greatest friends, because all the beings in this world are equal in the eyes of g_d, who loves everyone, but somehow also creates some deadly viruses to kill you goyim... There is a greater plan here goyim it's called the g_d's plan for this world... created by forces superior to us all goyim... But the jew is the messenger of such divine plan...So listen you have to make sure your whole house gets consumed by the other species of g_d... so feed them sugar... ake also this book it's called the bible it was written by people with high spiritual understanding, on how to be 'compassionate' and love everything unconditionally...and remember goyim spare your bucks to feed the cockroaches and the mice and parasites... for they are also beings of g_d... btw goyim if your wife tells you to not feed them sugar, smite her head with a stone and kill her, because she is in opposition to the plan of g_d... and leave your children to be infested by the bugs...because you have the greater unification or tikkun ideal now goyim... and you go for the great singularity of all species... then when this is all said and done... jump into the mice, bugs and cockroaches, and get feasted by them... so you can experience according to Rabbi Shmuel says, the 'greatest sacrifice' and the 'ultimate unification'... trust me goyim this will be a great experience... go for it...."

So now that we have understood the bullshit of senseless brutality and compassion, we can finish this post with something meaningful.

Likewise our friendship here and solidarity as Satanists and the friendship with the Gods shouldn't be based on pointless compassion, and misery loves company. Longing for idle compassion without reason is infantile. The Gods aren't helping us because of pity, but just because they want to see us get better. When one grows up they understand the power of compassion, and that it has value. And that nothing of value should be scattered senselessly and for one to be as idiotic as to assume that things will go fine after such.

The only way to progress towards eternal understanding and being a God is not
through just compassion, and not by just savagery, but only by understanding the
notion of justice which is an understanding mostly exclusive to humans and superior
entities, which is a balance between our compassionate feeling, and ability to cause
harm or be brutes.

When these things are balanced, we understand that the way towards a better society,
cannot go through either way. This is when compassion attains its purpose, by the
balancing of it in the understanding of justice.

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

Reply from Forum Member:

The problem is misplaced compassion. The claims of universal humanity and all such
nonsense comes from the Jews originally from the Bible. Its just Jewish racism against
Gentiles, where all just cattle with no differences between us and we are all one put
here to serve the only humanity the Jews. That is why a Jew will prattle on about
universal humanity and boarders just divide us we all are one and out of the other
corner of their mouth talk about how Jews are unique and deserve special demands
they rant against the Goyim having like a racial state.

All the Jews have done is create worthless propaganda that any differences between
Gentiles is racism, sexism and being just really mean and hurting Jeboo's special
feelings..... Despite the fact Jeboo stated Gentiles are nothing but animals but here to
serve Jews. And Peter, Jeboo’s second in charge lectured Paul about how he was a
race traitor for eating at the same table with the sub human animal Goyim in the Bible.

The Bible shows the Jewish double faced think. Jews are superiors and Gentiles are
all just animals the same and one force to worship and serve jooz.

Then in the Kabbalah they just repeat the book of revelations this obsession with the
borg mind.

Reply by HP. Hoodedcobra666:

Larissa666 wrote:
Without compassion, we would be ruthless beasts.

As Forum Member said, the problem is misplaced compassion.
Spiritually aware person shall know who deserves compassion, and who does not. Having too much unconditional compassion will lead you to being used by people, when they see that you are too "soft". On the contrary, having no compassion will distance yourself from people, as no one will ever want to have anything with you.

I am generally too compassionate, this is something that I am trying to change. I suffered several times in my life because of this. But it seems that I derive some kind of positive energy from unconditionally helping others. That is why it is so hard to change. It feels so good when you do this.

I stated in my post also the problem and the solution. The situation is for one to put judgment in what they do.

Of course you derive energy from helping others. Nobody told you to not do that. However doing that towards the wrong individuals will have the opposite effect.